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Introduction
As employees confrontscarce resources,increasinglycompetitivework environments,and an unstable
economy, they must find ways to increase their perceived value to the organization.To do this, an individualmay engage in political behaviorswith the aim of positioning himself or herself as a powerful
and crucial person. Organizationalpolitics are defined as '[a]ctions by individuals that are directed
towardthe goal of furtheringtheirown self-interestswithoutregardfor the well being of others within
the organization'(Kacmar& Baron, 1999, p. 4). An employee who perceives that politics are widespreadin his or her organizationmay use impression managementtactics to convince others to view
him or her as influential or vital. Impression management is a specific type of.political behavior
intended to persuadean audience to view the actor in a particularway (Schlenker, 1980). Although
substantialresearch exists to support the feasibility of using politics and impression management
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separatelyto secure desired outcomes (i.e., Ferriset al., 2002; Wayne & Kacmar, 1991), researchhas
yielded conflicting findings regardingthe relationship(Cropanzano,Howes, Grandey,& Toth, 1997;
Harrell-Cook,Ferris,& Dulebohn, 1999; Randall,Cropanzano,Bormann,& Birjulin, 1999). Thus, the
likelihood of any one individualsuccessfully employing impression managementtactics in a political
environmentremains uncertain.
Although impression managementis thought to be one type of political behavior, the relationship
thatexists between an individual'sperceptionof politics in his or her organizationand his or her subsequentattemptto use impressionmanagementbehaviorshas not been investigated,with a few notable
exceptions (Ferris,Harrell-Cook,& Dulebohn, 2000; Harrell-Cooket al., 1999; Valle, 1997; Valle &
Perrew6, 2000). However, evidence suggests that impression management is positively related to
employee perceptionsof politics (Ferriset al., 2000; Valle, 1997). More specifically, impressionmanagement has been found to moderatethe relationshipbetween politics and various outcomes, such as
job satisfaction, supervisorsatisfaction, intent to turnover,and job stress (Harrell-Cooket al., 1999;
Valle & Perrewd,2000). Recently, Ferris et al. (2002) suggested that theory-basedinvestigation into
the relationshipbetween political behaviors(such as impressionmanagement),employee perceptions
of politics, and theirjoint influence on organizationaloutcomes representsa crucial next step in organizationalpolitics research.Adding to this call, severalresearchershave suggested thatfurtherstudy of
the politics-outcome relationshipfrom a motivationalperspective, such as expectancy theory, would
represent an important contribution to the perceptions of politics literature (Kacmar, Bozeman,
Carlson, & Anthony, 1999; Witt, 1998).
Our purpose was to address that need. We employed expectancy theory (Porter & Lawler, 1968;
Vroom, 1964) to better understandthe relationshipbetween impression managementand employee
perceptionsof organizationalpolitics and the joint influence that they exert on performance.Applying
expectancy theory to impressionmanagementand perceptionsof organizationalpolitics allowed us to
betterexplain how individualperceptionsmay influence an individual'spropensityto adjusthis or her
behavior in pursuitof a high performanceevaluation. Accordingly, we investigated the moderating
influence of impressionmanagementon the relationshipbetween perceptionsof politics and supervisor-ratedperformance.

An ExpectancyTheory Perspectiveon Organizational
Politics Perceptions
Organizationalpolitics research is largely premised on Lewin's (1936) argument that behavior is
based on individualperceptionsof reality,ratherthan on an objective measureof what is 'real.' Thus,
determiningwhetheran organizationalenvironmentis political is a subjectivedeterminationthateach
organizational member must make for himself or herself (Gandz & Murray, 1980). Even if an
employee misinterpretsa benign organizationalevent as political, that 'misperception'of politics constitutesthat individual'sreality and will guide their subsequentbehavior(Ferris,Russ, & Fandt, 1989;
Porter,1976). Therefore,determininghow pervasivepolitics are in an organizationinvolves studying
the extent to which employees perceive organizationalpolitics.
Because political behaviors are those that occur outside of the parametersof formally sanctioned
organizationalvalues (Mintzberg, 1985), they are generally perceived by organizationalparticipants
as difficultto predictand understand.Althoughexceptions do exist (e.g., Mintzberg,1983), it is understandablethat past researchershave treatedpolitical organizationalclimates as a primarilynegative
factor in organizationalfunctioning(Ferriset al., 2002; Liden & Mitchell, 1988). In fact, perceptions
Copyright? 2004 JohnWiley& Sons,Ltd.
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of politics have been found to have a negative influence on a number of organizationaloutcomes,
includingjob anxiety (Cropanzanoet al., 1997; Kacmaret al., 1999; Valle & Perrew6,2000), job involvement (Cropanzanoet al., 1997), job satisfaction(Ferris& Kacmar,1992; Nye & Witt, 1993; Valle &
Perrew6,2000), intent to turnover(Cropanzanoet al., 1997; Kacmar et al., 1999; Maslyn & Fedor,
1998), actual turnover(Witt, 1999), and employee performance(Kacmaret al., 1999; Witt, 1998).
The negativityassociated with high perceptionsof politics may be due to the uncertaintyinherentin
a political environment.If organizationalbehavior is not governed by a clear set of rules or expectations and behavior is enacted with the sole purpose of personal gain, it is difficult for employees to
predict behavior of colleagues, managers, or the executive team. The effect that this uncertainty
may have on an individualwith high perceptionsof politics is best explained from an expectancy theory perspective.The centralpremise of expectancy theory is that people make behavioralchoices that
are calculated to allow them to achieve desired outcomes (Porter& Lawler, 1968; Vroom, 1964). Two
valuablerewardsthat are commonly distributedto employees are money and recognition.Expectancy
theory suggests that employees will be more motivated to adjust their behavior to earn a valuable
('high-valence') rewardthan they will to earn a less valuable reward('low-valence'). A key component of expectancy theory is the way in which individualsperceive their environment.Individualsare
motivatedto perform(exerteffort) when they perceive thattheirperformancewill lead to positive consequences (rewards)that are attainableand valuable(high valence). This effort-performanceprobability is referred to as expectancy (Porter & Lawler, 1968). Further,instrumentalityis the belief that
obtaining this rewardwill lead to a second outcome which is a larger,more valued reward.
In highly political organizations,rewardsare not necessarily related to work performance(Kacmar
& Ferris, 1991), but may instead be tied to relationships, power, and other less objective factors.
Because perceptionsof politics are relatedto ambiguousrewardstructures,in a highly political environmentemployees may not have confidence thattheir work behaviorswill be recognized, or that valuable rewardswill be distributedaccording to those behaviors (Cropanzanoet al., 1997). Thus, high
perceptionsof politics are likely to be linked to low expectancies because individuals fail to see the
full effort-rewardrelationship.In contrast,in an environmentperceived as being low in politics, the
link between behaviorand rewardsis clear and instrumentalityis likely to be relatively high, leading
employees to be more motivated to adjust their behavior to maximize their chances of earning the
desired reward.
Two previous studies (Kacmaret al., 1999; Witt, 1998) have offered empiricalsupportfor the direct
relationshipbetween politics and performance.Kacmaret al. (1999) measuredperformanceas a selfratedevaluation,and Witt (1998) examinedemployee performanceas ratedby supervisors.Consistent
with an expectancy theory perspective, both found evidence for a negative relationshipbetween politics and performance.
Therefore,in keeping with theory and prior empirical findings, we hypothesized:
Hypothesis 1: An employee's perceptionsof politics are negatively relatedto supervisorratingsof
that employee's performance.

Impression management and performance
Employees who engage in impression managementendeavor to regulate how others perceive them
(Rosenfeld, Giacalone, & Riordan, 1995; Schlenker, 1980). Impressionmanagementmay take many
forms. For example, Jones and Pittman(1982) identifiedfive main categories of impressionmanagement behaviors:intimidation,ingratiation,self-promotion,exemplification,and supplication.All five
Copyright? 2004 JohnWiley& Sons,Ltd.
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of these categories were then collapsed into one with Tedeschi and Melburg's(1984) 2 x 2 typology of
impression managementtactics. In this typology, they differentiatedbetween assertive and defensive
tactics and between short-termand long-termtactics. Assertive tactics are used to establish a particular
reputationwith a specific targetaudience, whereas defensive tactics are used in response to poor performance.Because the focus of this study is on the way in which employees endeavorto gain favorable
performanceratings, we focused on the assertive dimension. Assertive tactics may be self-focused or
other focused (Wayne & Liden, 1995). Self-focused tactics are those that are meant to enhance the
view the supervisorhas of one's performance.Successful self-focused tactics convince the targetthat
the actor is a model employee: hard working, cooperative, and productive. In contrast, the goal of
other-focused impression managementtactics is to inspire liking for the actor from the target, and
may involve doing favors and giving flatteryand praise. Because the goal of self-focused tactics is
to directly influence one's performanceappraisal,self-focused impression managementtactics were
our central concern.
From an expectancy theory perspective, an employee is only likely to engage in self-promotional
impressionmanagementif he or she believes that such behaviorswill lead to a favorablereward,such
as a positive performancereview. If the employee perceives that the supervisorhas a very objective
measure of performance upon which performance reviews are based, impression management
attemptsare unlikely. Ultimately, the success of self-focused tactics is determinedby the audience's
reception of the actor's performedbehavior (Bolino, 1999; Crant, 1996; Eastman, 1994; Fandt &
Ferris, 1990; Ferris, Bhawuk, Fedor, & Judge, 1995). If the supervisor interpretsthe self-focused
impressionmanagementtactic as sincere, the likely outcome is an enhancedperformancerating.Thus,
the employee who believes that he or she is able to convincingly engage in self-promotionalimpression managementbehaviorsand that those behaviorswill improvehis or her performanceappraisalis
likely to try them. Conversely, the employee who does not believe that he or she can convincingly
engage in self-promotionor who does not believe his or her supervisorwill take such behaviors into
account when rating his or her performanceis unlikely to attemptthem. Thus, theory and empirical
findings led us to predict that:
Hypothesis2: Employee impressionmanagementis positively relatedto supervisor-ratedemployee
performance.

Interactiveeffects of organizationalpolitics and impressionmanagement
Expectancy theory describes the mechanism by which employees are motivated to manipulatetheir
behaviorsin pursuitof a desiredreward.We have arguedthat in an environmentperceived as political,
uncertaintyis high, and that expectancies regarding the performance-rewardrelationship are corrupted.If employees believe thattheir environmentis political, they are likely to believe that no matter
what they do their performanceratingwill remainconstant.Therefore,there is no point in promoting
themselves and the good work that they have done, as the effects of such attempts are likely to be
washed out. In contrast,if employees perceive their environmentas non-political, they have a strong
belief that they can successfully alter their behavior in pursuitof attaining a desired reward.These
employees are likely to engage in any behavior that might increase the chance of gaining a valued
reward,and those who try self-promotionwill likely see the benefit of that attempt.
In essence, then, we have arguedthat in organizationalenvironmentscharacterizedby low levels of
perceived organizationalpolitics, employees who engage in self-focused impression management
behaviorsmay very well reapthe benefitof inflatedsupervisoryratings.In keeping with this reasoning,
we predictedthat:
Copyright? 2004 JohnWiley& Sons,Ltd.
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Hypothesis 3: Impressionmanagementmoderatesthe relationshipbetween perceptionsof organizational politics and supervisor-ratedperformanceratingssuch that when perceptionsof organizational politics are low, employees who engage in high levels of impression managementare more
likely to receive favorableratings than employees who do not engage in impression management.
Expectancytheory supportsthe notion that environmentalperceptionswill alteran individual'spropensity to purposefully modify his or her behavior. Using expectancy theory to examine the joint
effects of politics and self-focused impression managementtactics on supervisor ratings of performance, we attemptedto furtherdevelop a theoretical understandingof the effect that organizational
politics perceptions have on performance outcomes. We joined together two distinct, but related,
research streams:politics and impression management.

OrganizationalContext
The Environment
The organizationwas in the financialservices sector,which has been experiencingsignificantacquisition activity since the mid 1990s. Financial servicesjobs had been lost not only in mid-level management but also in frontline customer service and back-office operationsareas. Many companies
decreased investment in their customer-supportinfrastructures,requiringfewer workers to meet
customer expectations with fewer resources. With the downsizing that followed most of the mergers, the numberof workers exceeded the demand for them in the labor market. Because of the
reductionsin resourcesandjobs, competition for jobs and promotionsbecame much more intense
thanhad been the case for these workersless than a decade before. As a result, strategicimpression
managementbecame an increasingly critical asset in managing the careers of many workers.
The Organization
For several years, this organizationexperiencedgrowthand profittypical for the industry.The business units comprisingthe sample were organizedundera modifiedmatrixstructure,yielding multiple constituenciesand often multiplebosses for many employees. Despite the matrix-typestructure,
high levels of organizationalpolitics had not plagued the business units. However, these business
units pridedthemselves on their internalcustomerservice, including care for the employees. Being
a customer-centric'team player' was expected. As a result, some level of nuancedimpressionmanagement was expected.
The Sample
The employees served administrativefunctions in customer service business units. Performance
expectations were formally set and tied to business unit performance,which reflected the perceptions and satisfactionof both internaland externalcustomers.Women comprised two-thirdsof the
sample, while minoritiescomprisedslightly less thana third.The participantsrangedin age from 19
to 64, but about 75 per cent of the sample were less than 40 years of age. Anecdotal evidence suggests very good relations between the managersand employees.
The Timeframe
The study was conducted in 2002.
Copyright? 2004 JohnWiley& Sons,Ltd.
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Method
Subjects and procedure
We collected data from a large private-sectorfinancialinstitutionin the Southwest as partof a project
conducted for both applied and research purposes. Management sent memorandato supervisors to
request that they ask their employees to participatein the survey process. Participationwas entirely
voluntary.We were informedanecdotallythat only a few employees chose not to participate,and that
some were unavailablebecause of vacation, medical leave, etc. We did not have access to data that
would permit assessment of response rate or representativenessof the sample. However, we were
aware of no circumstancesthat would have contributedto any individualsor groups not participating
otherthanabsence from work or the apparentrarelack of desire to participate.All responseswere kept
strictly confidential and individualresults were not reportedto the organization.
Both employees and supervisorssupplieddata for this study.A total of 112 white-collaroffice workers provided data for the independentand control variables,while the respondent'simmediate supervisors (N= 14) provided the data for the dependent variable. The workers served administrative
functions in a customer service organization.Averaging about 33 years in age, they consisted of 37
(33 per cent) men and 75 (67 per cent) women; 32 (29 per cent) were ethnic minorities and 80 (71 per
cent) non-minorities.We briefed the relevantresults to groups of supervisors,who then presentedthe
results to their employees.

Measures
Job performance
We measuredoverall job performancewith six items (e.g., 'He/she maintainspositive relations with
co-workers'). Supervisorsrated their employees on each item using the following scale: (1) 'weak or
bottom 10 per cent;' (2) 'fairor next 20 per cent;' (3) 'good or next 40 per cent;' (4) 'very good or next
20 per cent;' or (5) 'best or top 10 per cent.'
Perceptions of organizational politics
We measuredperceptionsof organizationalpolitics by the subordinateusing the 'Going Along to Get
Ahead' subscale of the Perceptionsof OrganizationalPolitics Scale (POPS; Kacmar& Ferris, 1991).
This scale consisted of four items measuredon a five-pointLikertscale. Example items are, 'Employees are encouragedto speak out franklyeven when they are critical of well-established ideas' (reverse
coded), and 'Telling others what they want to hear is sometimes better than telling the truth.'Higher
scores indicate greater perceptions of organizationalpolitics. Kacmar and Carlson (1997) reported
additionalvalidity evidence for the full scale and each subscale.
Impression management
In order to assess impression managementfrom the subordinate,we used the five-item self-focused
impression management scale developed by Wayne and Liden (1995). An example item is, 'Work
harderwhen you know the results will be seen by your supervisor.'We measured these items on a
five-point Likert scale where higher scores indicated greaterimpression management.
Control variables
Participantsvoluntarilyindicated their gender, minority status, and age. We used all three as control
variables based on their ability to account for variance in performanceoutcomes, including evaluations, salary,and promotion(Greenhaus,Parasuraman,& Wormley, 1990; Judiesch & Lyness, 1999).
Copyright? 2004 JohnWiley& Sons,Ltd.
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Results
Descriptive statistics, correlations, and internal reliability estimates (Cronbach's alpha) among the
variablesfor cases with complete dataare presentedin Table 1. As shown there,organizationalpolitics
was negatively related to supervisor ratings of job performance, offering preliminary support for
Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 2, that impression managementand supervisorratings of job performance
would be positively related, also garneredpreliminarysupport.
We present results of the hierarchical moderated regression analyses for centered variables in
Table 2. With the control variables entered into the equation, the relationship between perceptions
of politics and performanceproposed in Hypothesis 1 did not reach significance. Hypothesis 2, that
self-focused impression managementis positively related to supervisor-ratedperformancewas supported. Finally, as hypothesized, the organizationalpolitics x impression managementcross-product
termenteredon step threecontributedincrementalvarianceover and above the variancecontributedby
Table 1. Intercorrelationmatrix
Variable

M

SD

1. Age
33.18
2. Gender (1 = male, 2 = female)
1.67
3. Minority status (1 = non-minority; 1.29

2 = minority)
4. Perceptions
of politics
5. Self-focusedImpression

Management
6. Supervisor-ratedperformance

12.93
0.47
0.45

0.00
-0.00

1
0.06
-0.02

0.92 -0.06
0.71
0.04

3.53

0.74

-0.02

2

3

0.11

-

4

5

6

0.04 -0.24**
(0.70)
0.12
0.22** -0.20* (0.74)
-0.02

-0.07

-0.19*

0.29**

(0.86)

*p < 0.05; **p< 0.01.N= 112.Cronbach
alphasarereportedon thediagonal.
Table 2. Regression analyses of the organizationalpolitics x impressionmanagementinteractionon supervisorrated employee performance

variables
Independent
Step 1: Controlvariables

Gender
Age
Minoritystatus

F (3, 108) = 0.19, adjustedR2= -0.02
Step 2: Main effect
Perceptionsof politics
F (4, 107) = 1.06, adjustedR2= 0.00
Step 3: Main effect

Step 1:
-0.02
-0.00
-0.10

Step2:

Step3:

Step4:

0.00
-0.00
-0.04

-0.03
0.00
0.05

-0.03
0.00
0.06

-0.15

-0.11

-0.11

Self-focusedImpressionManagement

0.28**

F (5, 106) = 2.42*, adjustedR2= 0.06
Step 4: Cross-productterm

Politicsx Self-focusedImpression
Management

F (6, 105) = 2.89*, adjustedR2 = 0.09
Constant

0.24*
-0.26*

3.74***

3.60***

3.52***

AR2
0.01

0.03
0.06**
0.04*

3.44***

N= 112.
*p<0.05; **p< 0.01; ***p< 0.001. Standardized
regressioncoefficientsforcenteredvariablesarepresented.
Copyright( 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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5

4.5
4

23.5
2.5

-

2
1.5
-I SD

-A

-0-

LowImpression
Management
Avg ImpressionManagement
HighImpression
Management

+1 SD
Politics
Organizational

job performance
regressedon organizational
Figure1. Supervisor-rated
politics:low, average,andhigh selfgroups.Note: Y= (0.86- 0.26f)X+ (0.93f- 0.28). Low score= 1 standard
promotionimpressionmanagement
deviationabovethemean.Onlyscores? one standard
deviationbelowthemean;highscore= 1 standard
fromthe
meanof organizational
politicsscoresareplotted

the main effects of organizationalpolitics, impression management,and the control variables. The
effect size of 0.03 is at the high end of the typical range (i.e., AR2 = 0.01 to 0.03) of interactioneffects
in non-experimentalstudies (Champoux& Peters, 1987; Chaplin, 1991).
To identify the form of the interaction,we plotted the equation at its mean as well as at low and
high levels of impressionmanagement(Stone & Hollenbeck, 1989). Figure 1 presentsthe form of the
joint relationshipof perceived organizationalpolitics and impression managementwith job performance. Figure 1 indicates a negative perceived organizationalpolitics-job performancerelationship
among workersemploying high levels of impressionmanagement;the simple slope was significantly
different from zero (t = 2.64, p < 0.01; Aiken & West, 1991). However, the slopes of the regression
lines of the workersat low and mean levels of impressionmanagementwere not significantlydifferent
from zero (t = 0.98, n.s.; t = 1.45, n.s., respectively). Moreover,Figure I also reveals that impression
managementwas most strongly related to job performanceratings among workers perceiving low
levels of organizationalpolitics.
The differences (at one standarddeviation above the mean of impressionmanagementcomparedto
one standarddeviation below the mean of impressionmanagement)in predictedvalues of job performance divided by the standarddeviationof job performance(i.e., standardizedgroupdifferences)were
as follows: (a) among individualswith scores at one standarddeviation below the mean of organizational politics, impressionmanagementyielded a differenceof 0.74 standardunits of job performance;
and (b) for individualswith scores at one standarddeviation above the mean of organizationalpolitics,
impression managementyielded a difference of 0.00 standardunits of job performance.Considering
Cohen's (1988) categories of effect sizes (i.e., 0.20 = small, 0.50 = medium, and 0.80 = large), the
effect of the impressionmanagementon job performancewas medium and almost large when perceptions of organizationalpolitics were at one standarddeviation below the mean.
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Discussion
Practitionerand scholarlyinterestin organizationalpolitics and impressionmanagementhas continued
to grow over the years. In part, this high interest may have been due to recognition of the challenges
involved in effectively managing one's career in a business climate characterizedby scare resources
and high competition. Research that helps to illuminate the mechanisms of these constructsstands to
make an importantcontributionto people's ability to attaincareersuccess and positively contributeto
organizationalgoals.
Given the amount of attention dedicated to perceptions of organizational politics and
impression management,clarifying the natureof theirjoint effects on performanceis important.We
answered this challenge by offering expectancy theory (Porter & Lawler, 1968; Vroom, 1964) as a
bridge between these two previously distinct research streams. Our findings support an interaction between politics perceptions and self-focused impression management on performance as
hypothesized.
Interestingly,we did not find supportfor Hypothesis 1, that perceptionsof politics would be negatively related to supervisor-ratedemployee performance.Our lack of significance is inconsistent with
our theoreticalrationaland with past researchfindingson the politics-performancerelationship(e.g.,
Witt, 1998), and thereforewarrantsfutureinvestigation.Although the lack of significance simply does
not allow us to discount the null, it may be consistent with a growing point of view thatorganizational
politics are not always negative, and that they can in fact be functional if they are perceived as giving
employees a deeper understandingof organizationalprocesses or obtaining otherwise unavailable
resources (Dulebohn & Ferris, 1999; Ferriset al., 1996). Clearly, these competing views and contradictory results indicate that an exciting opportunityexists for more investigationinto the mechanisms
that govern the relationshipbetween perceptionsof politics and performance.
As predictedby Hypothesis 2, and consistent with past researchefforts (Kacmar,Delery, & Ferris,
1992; Wayne & Kacmar,1991), self-focused impressionmanagementtactics were positively relatedto
supervisor-ratedemployee performance.This finding furthersubstantiatesthe impact that non-work
related factors have on performance ratings. However it is importantto note that this finding is
embedded in the significanthigher-orderinteractiondiscussed next.
The major contributionof our study was the interactionof organizationalpolitics and impression
managementattemptson performanceratings. Consistentwith our thirdhypothesis, politics and selffocused impression managementinteractedin their influence on supervisorratings of employee performance.This finding indicates that when organizationalpolitics were low, employees who engaged
in self-focused impression managementtactics were far more likely to receive high performanceratings than employees who did not engage in such tactics. When organizationalpolitics were high,
impression managementdid not affect performanceratings.
We interpreted this finding to mean that when employees perceive their organization as
relatively non-political, active impression managementmay provide employees with a competitive
career advantage above and beyond that offered by objective job performance.On the other hand,
when employees perceive that politics are pervasive in the organization,there is no incentive to use
self-promotion,as performanceratingsare constant across all levels of self-focused impressionmanagement tactic use. This finding may suggest that managerscan identify employees who tend to perceive high levels of organizational politics, and are then more capable at seeing through those
employees' attemptsat impression management.Conversely,employees who are more circumspect
about expressing their perceptions of the organization may be perceived as more sincere by their
supervisors.
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Limitationsand strengths
Although this researchmakes significantcontributionsto this area of study,there were several limitations. Because this study was based on cross-sectional data, testing the directionalityof the hypothesized relationships was not possible. Additionally, incorporatingpast performancerecords into this
study would have increased the validity of the performancemeasure. Finally, the restriction of the
measurementof perceptions of politics to the 'going along to get ahead' subscale and the focus on
exclusively self-promotional impression management behaviors are methodological constraints.
Although there was supportfor the validity of the POPS subscales (Kacmar & Carlson, 1997), and
the self-promotional impression management subscale has been used successfully in past research
(Wayne& Liden, 1995), futureresearchersshould consider broadeningtheir focus on these variables.
Such action may allow a more complete picture of the politics-performancerelationshipto emerge.
This study also had several strengths.First, we used matched-sampledata from both subordinates
and supervisors,thus reducing the likelihood that common method variance influenced our findings.
Second, this study representedan importantstep in the politics and impressionmanagementliterature
streams. Using expectancy theory to combine these two previously distinct research streams, we
were able to explore more fully the importance of both organizational politics and impression
managementin predictingwork outcomes. This broadenedperspectiveenabled us to offer some very
practicaladvice to employees seeking to improve theirjob performanceratings and may spur further
empirical investigations into expectancy theory models of organizational politics and impression
management.

Implicationsfor managementpractice
The ability to attain strongperformanceappraisalsis critical for employees who want to bolster their
job security,attaincareersuccess, and ensurejob mobility.Ourfindingssuggest thatin some situations
objectivejob performanceis only one factor in attainingthese goals. Employees who became adept at
understandingthe political frameand behavedaccordinglymay have had a competitive advantageover
those who did not.
These findings provide a strong incentive for practicingmanagersto identify those employees who
take a political view of organizationallife. In so doing, they gain an ability to see throughsuperfluous
influence attemptsand avoid some degree of bias in their performanceevaluations.Although impression managementis only one source of potential bias among many in the performanceappraisalprocess (halo effects, recency effects, etc.), even small increases in performanceappraisalobjectivity can
have importanteffects. Conversely, identifying those employees who perceive their organizational
environment as relatively non-political may provide some insight into managers as well. These
employees because of their 'political naivet6' may tend to come across as quite sincere. Thus, managers may be particularlysusceptible to their impression managementefforts. Managerswho recognize this potential would be better preparedto recognize self-promotionaltactics for what they are
when faced with an employee who actively engages in them.
Our findings also inspire some advice to employees who perceive their organizationas highly political. In such situations,one-upmanshipgames can produce a spiralingeffect that results in hard-tobelieve, self-promotionalstories that are met with skepticismby those who hear andjudge them. Thus,
from a practical perspective, these findings suggest that in highly political environmentsemployees
should avoid self-focused impression managementattempts. Rather,it may be more appropriateto
focus on their objective work productivityand monitor their environment.
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Future research
Empirical findings that illuminate the role that both organizationalpolitics and impression management behaviors play in successful job performanceare importantfor researchersas well as practitioners. In particular,it appearsthat furtherinvestigation into the positive and negative impacts that
perceptionsof politics may have on employee performanceare warranted.Additionally,we advocate
expanding the scope of impression management-performanceresearch to incorporateother-focused
influence attempts.We hope that this research will stimulate other scholars in the areas of organizational politics and impression management to continue integratingthese fields. By joining the two
separate,but related, researchstreamsof politics and impression management,we will be better able
to understandthe complex natureof the influence each has on employee performance.
Finally, a clear challenge for future research is to expand the scope of organizational politics research.This challenge could be met empirically and theoretically.Empirically,it would be useful to incorporatean independentmeasure of the extent to which politics exist in an organizational
environment.The constraintof measuringorganizationalpolitics as a perceptualmeasure is limiting
in terms of the researchquestions that can be asked and the ability of our data to answer those questions. An independent, broad measure of political activity would add even more interest to this
researcharea.
Theoretically,the dramaturgicalapproachmight help researchersto explain complex political phenomena and impression management behaviors (Goffman, 1959). The dramaturgicalinterpretation
of social interactionsuggests that social behavior involves presentinga message to an intendedaudience in a way that encourages desired outcomes, providing a mechanism by which impression management behaviors can be explained. Under this perspective, social interaction is viewed as a
performancethat is shaped by both an individual's environment and his or her audience, and its
purposeis to lead the audienceto form impressionsthatare consistent with the actor'sgoals (Goffman,
1959). The theory can also be used to explain political behaviors, as it suggests that an actor may be
saddled with the challenge of presenting behavior to his or her audience consistent with prevalent
social norms, while simultaneously pursuing personal goals that may contradict these norms
(Goffman, 1959).
The dramaturgicalapproach to social interaction has primarily spurredresearch in the areas of
impression managementand leadership. This approachhas been especially useful in describing the
process of humanbehavior(Brissett& Edgely, 1975). For example, Bozeman and Kacmar(1997) used
dramaturgyto build a cybernetic model describing impression management processes in organizations. Similarly, Gardnerand Avolio (1998) developed a dramaturgicalmodel to describe the charismatic relationshipbetween leaders, followers, their behaviors, and their environment.Although both
of these models offer useful theoreticaldescriptions of human behavior in the realms of impression
management and leadership, neither has been tested. In fact, the inherently complicated nature of
social interactionmay offer one explanation for why dramaturgyhas not been employed more frequently in managementresearch.Thus, a potentially rich area of future research would be one that
incorporatesand empirically tests a dramaturgicallyderived model of impression managementand
political behavior.
In conclusion, this research demonstratesthe importanceof furtherconsidering the natureof the
relationshipthatexists between organizationalpolitics and impressionmanagement.Ourfindingshave
importantimplicationsfor organizationalpractitionerswho are responsiblefor providingaccurate,fair
performanceratings.Additionally,we hope that our resultsprovide organizationalscholars with some
new insight about the relationshipbetween political perceptions, political behavior, and their joint
impact on performanceoutcomes.
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